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the gas may even be stronger than in the liquid, the polari
zation currents might escape observation. 

With regard to the positive part of the discharge it will be 
sufficient 'here to mention tbat stratifications are principally 
observed in mixtures of gases or in compound gases, and 
that in the intervals between two stratifications the d i scharge 
is very likely carried as through the dark space at tbe nega
tive electrode, while in the stratifications recombination of 
the decom posed atoms takes place. 

An interesting law has been proved by Hittorf and E. 
Wiedemann in the case of the unstratified discharge. Hittorf 
shows that the fall of pvtential is tbe same in the positive 
part for the same tube whatever the current. This means that 
the energy dissipated is proportional to tbe current, and not 
to the square of the current, as ill a liquid. In the latter form 
the proposition had previously been proved by E. Wiede
mann, who has shown that the total quantity of heat generat
ed is proportional tl) the total quantity of electricity which 
has passed through the tube, whether in a few strong sparks 
or many weaker ones. 

These experiments seem to point to the fact that once the 
original velocity of the particles at the regular pole has been 
reduced, the velocity becomes independent of the strength of 
the current, that is to say, that in the positive part of the 
current greater intensily only means a greater number of 
particles taking place in t.he discharge. 

The paper also contains spectroscopic evidence as to the 
state of dissociation in a vacuum tube, especially in the 
negative glow. 

The questil)n as to how the electricity passes from the 
electrode to tbe gas is not discussed. nl)r is it possible at 
present to decide, should the theory prove true, whether the 
polarity of the atoms in the molecule depends on the way in 
which these are combined. 01' whether that atom takes posi
tive polarity whicb happens to be nearest the negative elec
trode as the molecule approachp-s it. 

In conclusion some novel influence of the magnet on the 
negative glow is described, and it is shown that two dif
ferent effects have to be clearly distinguished. The first in an 
effect of the magnet on the discharge when that discharge is 
established, and has been sufficiently well investigated. But 
the second effect depends on the question from what part of 
the negative electrode the discharge sets out. Witb respect 
to this question we meet with many contradictory and inac
curate statements. If at any phce the magnet tends to throw 
t he glow together the tempe!'ature will be raised, and owillg 
to this fact the current will be stren!!:thened, whicb again 
raises the teillperature. It may thus happen that a slight cause 
can induc'e the current to pass almost exclusively from one 
part of the negative electrode. For a detailed description 
the reader is referred to the paper itself and the illustrations 
accompanying it. 

THE ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF METALS AND 
THEIR ALLOYS. 

MR . LAZARE WEILT,ER, whl) has been maIling some extend
ed researches at the Breguet and Ang ouleme works regarding 
the behavior of different metals and their alloys when used 
for transmitting electricity, has recently presented a resume 
of his results to the Intemational Society of Electricians. 

The experiments were made with bars of metal which were 
cast especially for the purpose, which had a diameter of 
about thirteen millimeters and which were cut so as to render 
the grain of the fracture apparent, and then drawn out into 
a wire if the metal permitted it. In the following table of 
conductivities drawn up by Mr. Weiller, p ure copper and 
pure silver are taken as standards of comparison. 

Pure silver . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . •  . . . . . • . . . . . . • •  

Pure copper . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . • • • . • . • . . • . . .  

Telegraphic silicll br0nze . • . • . • •  , . . • • • • . • •  

Alloy of copper and silver, 50% . • • • . • • • . • . . . 

Pure gold . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . 

Pure aluminum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . • . . . .  

Telephonic silica-bronze . . . . " . . • • • • . . . . . . .  

Pure zinc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 

Telegraphic phosphor-bronze . . . . • • • . . . . • . .  

Alloy of gold and silver, 50% .............. . 
Swedish iron .......................... . . 
Pure Banca tin ........................... . 

Aluminum bronze, 10% .................. . .  

Siemens steel ..... ....................... .. 
Pure platinum . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . .  

Pure lead . . • • • • • . • . • • • • • . . . . • • • • . • • . • • • . •  

Pure nickel • • • . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • .  

Antimony ........................ , . . . .  . .  

100 
100 

98 
86'65 
78 
54'2 
35 
29'9 
29 
16'12 
16 
15'45 
12'6 
12 
10'6 

8'88 
7'89 
3'88 

These conductivitips are established from a comparison 
with that of a wire 01 pure silver 1 mm. in diameter, which 
at 0° C. posses"es a resistance of 19 '37 ohms per kilometer. 
It follows from these fig-ares that chemically pure silver and 
copper are the best conductors of electricity. Of course, the 
use of silver for conducting lines and electric apparatus is 
out of the question, but the same is not the case withcoppel', 
the 'price of which is sufficiently low to allow it to beemploy
ed in industrial applicatiolls. The purity of copper has 
con�iderable influence upon its conductivit.y, as may he seen 
from the following data given by Mr. Preece, in regard to 
the variations of such conductivity following the improve
mems that have been introducedintothe manufacture of the 
metal: 

Cables Years. Conductivity. 

Dover-Calais . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  1851 42 per cent:. 
Port Patrick and Donaghadee. ]852 46 :: Trallsatlantic .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1856 50 
Red Sea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1857 75 
Malta and Alexandria . . . . . . . 1861 87 
Persian Gulf .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ]863 89 
Transatlantic . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1865 96 
Irish Sea . .  ................ 1883 979 

" 

" 

Pure copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 " 
-(Jhronique lndustridle. 

====== 

THE STANDARD OF LIGHT ADOPTED BY THE 
PARIS CONFERENCE. 

THE International Conference lately held at Paris adl)pted 
aR a standard of light the amount emitted by one square 
centimeter of melting platinum at the point of solidification. 
Werner Siemens points out that the practical determination 
of this unit is beset with difficulties, since phtinum at tbe 
melting point rl'Udily takes up foreign substances which 
change this melting poiut. He therefore recommellds the 
use of the following apparatus, which, however, determines 
the light given out by the platinum at the point of llPlting 
and not at the point of solidification. With pure platinum, 
however, the difference is very small. The method is based 
upon the melting of a ve17 tbiu plate of plMltHUll by" cur
fent Qf electricity. 

The platinum is inclosed in a metallic case provided with 
a hole 0'1 square centimeter in secti on, which is immediate
ly over the melted platinum. The sides of this hole are 
conical, and the platinum foil extends beyond the hole in 
every directioll. At the instant of the melting of the foil a 
quantity of iight equal to 0'1 of the standard is emitted 
from the hole. 

By suitable modification of the strength of the electrical 
current the melting of the platinum can be delayed until 
the proper moment of comparison with another light haR 
arrived. Preliminary measurements with this apparatus 
show that the light emitted from the hole at the point of 
melting of the platinum is about 1'5 times the English stand
ard candle.-Ann. der Physik und ehemie, 1884. 

A MODIFICATION OF HUGHES' MAGNETIC 
B ALANCE. 

'tHE annexed figure represents Hughes' magnetic balance 
modified according to the followillg suggestions of Prof. S. 
P. Thompson : 

1. The compensator should he fixed in �uch a way as to 
revolve against a vertical circle placed at right angles with 
the magnetic meridian, with its center on a level with the 
indicating needle, and magnetically to the east or west, of 
the latter. In this position the magnetic force of the com· 
pensator has no resultant in the magnetic meridian at the 
point where the needle is placed. Oonsequently the sensi
tiveness of the latter is the same in all ti.e positions that it 
may occupy in its own plane. 

2. A small magnet, pla.ced magnetically north and south 
of the indicating needle, is employed for rendering the latter 
astatic to the degree desired. 

3. The eomppnsator is so placed that the distance between 
its center and that of the needle is about 4'6 times half of 
the space between its poles. If the compensator is not a very 
thick, flat, and straight magnet, we may suppose, approxi. 
mately, that tbe distance of the poles from the ends i s  one
tenth of the total length, so that a selection of a distance 
equal to five times balf the space between the ends of the 
magnet cannot give rise to much error. This granted, we 
may safely suppose that in all positions of t.he compensator 
within 55" of each side of zero the magnetic force that it will 
exert upon t.he pole of the needle will be about 2 per cent., pro· 
portional to the degreps of the scale that the compensator has 
traversed, and proportional to 1 per cent. for angles under 
45°. '}'here w ill be no need, then, of a special table of gradu
ations for all those practical cases in view of whicb the mag
netic balance was invented. 

4. As it is impossible to obtai n a vast field of compensa· 
tion for large and small magnetic forces by diminishing or 

MODIFICATION OF HUGHES' MAGNETIC 
BALANCE. 

increasing the distance between the compensator and the 
needle, I propose to attain sllch a result by placing over the 
compensator a second magnet that is capable of revolving 
arollnd the same axis and that has the same length. In an 
analogous way, a third magnet may be added for increasing 
the magnetic momentum of the compensator. 

5. As the use of a very small needle is accompanied with 
less sensitiveness in the indications, I propose to substitute 
a needle of the type called unipolar, that is to say, having 
one pole fixed in the axis of revolution, so that a single pole 
is caused to rcvolve around the suspension axis. A steel 
needle, 5 cm. in length, is bent at right angles at 1'5 cm. from 
its extremity, and the silk suspension tbread is attached to 
the bent end. A counterpoise is added behind, and another 
small weight is p laced beneath upon a brass wire attached 
immediately under the center of sUf'pension. The sole ef
fective pole of this needle is in the axial line of the balance, 
at the same level as the center of the compensator .-La Lu
miere Electrique. 

THE DAKOTA TIN DEPOSIT. 

IF the reports of the recent discoveries of tin at the Black 
Hills, in Dakota, are of a reliable character, as they certain
ly appear to be, the United States is destined to become the 
leading tin producer of the world. 

The world's production of this metal last year amounted 
to 45,770 tons, about one-third of which was consumed in 
the United States. The countries which prod uce t in are 
those bordering on the straits of Malacca, in the East Indies. 
Australia. and the Oornwall district in England. All the tin 
consumed in this country has been imported almost wholly 
from England and English colonie�, but the recent di�covery 
in the Black Hills will, if the statements made are correct, 
revolutionize the trade. According to Professor Bailey. the 
deposits there are so vast as to be able to supply the whole 
world for centuries. 

The center of the district, which covers an area of twelve 
miles by seven or eight, is Harney Peak. The tin-bearing 
rock can be quarried from the surface instead of being fol
lowed und erground, and he claims to have seen veins of it 
of m ore than fifty feet ill  width which will average much 
better than the Cornish veins, where tbe ore has to be raised 
from a great depth at a heavy cost.. Of the stream tin wbich 
can be obtained by sluicing, and which will yield about 
fifty per cent. of [Jure tin, he speaks as follows: 

" The stream tin alone is so abundant that all t.he com· 
panies th:lt could possibly work it could go on for 20 years 
without exhausting it. Yet this is but the waste. you mi/!ht 
say, of the main deposit-the mere �craps that water and 
frost have detacbed, a little bit at a time hom the great mass 
and source of the 01'1', which is Harney Peak. itself more 
than a mile high, and the surrouoding tin-bearing- rock, 
whloh, �e I bave already /$mcl, exteDdli tor 1U1les, l� i� iIP.-
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possible to imagine this grpat body of ore ever being exhaust.
ed. As to profit, t.he richness of the ore COlli pared with 
that of any other tin·bearing district of the world settles that 
conclusively." 

THE FIRST DISCOVERY 
Of this deposit was made in the Etta mine, in Harney range, 
about the first of Jlllle, 1883, since which time discovery 
has been made at several localities of tin stone, tbe most im
portant being that of Nigger Hill. Mr. Chapman, one of 
the owners of this mine, furnishes the following facts to a 
correspondent of the Mining Review: 

The mineral was first noticed by Mr. Box, who, upon being 
shown a pipce of hea.vy black rock taken from the gravel of 
the creek, announced the fact that it was tin. Search was 
at once instituted for tbe ledge which bad afforded �uch 
an abundance of the ore in the shape of stream tin, and 
which had been the bane of the miners ever since placer 
mining bad been inaugurated in the gulch. its high specific 
gravity rendering it almost impossible to save fine gold ill 
sluicing or washing wilhout amalgamation. 

The stream tin is found u�ually as mnd or small pebbles. 
thougb larger pieces have been found. One piece exhibited 
by Mr. Chapman weighs seventy·two ounces. The search 
for the ledge resulted in the discovery of a large vein, aver
aging over 100 feet in width, which has been traced for a 
distance of four miles. The inclosing rock of all the ore I 
have seen is orthoclase, the cassiterite being scattered irregu
larly through the mass in minute gmins and crystals of con
siderable size. 'fhe country rock, througb which the vein 
passes, from the description of 1\011'. Chapman I should judge 
to be a sycnitic gneiss. 

A large n umber of claims have been located on the vein, 
Ill'olllinent among which are the Michigan, Lily, Rough and 
Ready, and Giant. A curious fact has been demonstrated 
on one portion of the lead: the tin-bearing rock comes to an 
abrupt termination and its place is taken by gold-bearing 
quartz, whieh continues for about 500 feet, when the tin ore 
as suddenly makes its reappearance, and, as far as is known, 
continues uninterruptedly. A �haft has been sunk to a depth 
of thirty fept on the gold-bearing portion of the ledge, which 
prospects well. A tunnel which was run to tap the vein on 
the Giant, after. being driven a distance of 250 feet and cut
ting several seams of ore-all of which, I believe. parry tin·
encountered a vein, into which the tunnel bas been extend
ed 100 feet, the face still being in ore caJ'l'ying tin. 

The miners have made r ude tests of their rock hy plllvn
rizing and concentrating by washing-; the concentraled ore 
t ben being smelted in a blacksmith's forge, the results invari
ably heing good. In one instance, 40 pounds of rock was 
reduced to 10 pounds, and a hal' of metallic tin, weigbing 
one pound, smelted from it. The process, heing rude, was 
necef"sarily very imperfect; as cassiterite carrips about 78 
per cent. of tin, the result should certainly have been more 
than 25 per cent. The main chaill of mountains, constitut
ing the axis of the uplift of tbe Black Hills, has a general 
trend northwesterly and southeasterly, and as the tin mines 
of Nigger Hill are located neal' the northerll extremity of 
these mountains, alld the mines of Harney near the southern 
end, it is reasonable to expect t.hat otber tin veins will be 
discovercd along this range; indeed, tin has heen di,covered 
several miles tJortil of Harney. Considerahle development 
mlly be looked for in the�e mines during the coming sum
!T,er. 

[THE MICROSCOPE.] 

A PECULIAR DUST IN SNOW. 
IN February, ]884, a peculiar sediment was accidentally 

discovered in snow water at St. Joseph, Mo. Dr. H. Chris
topher needing some pure water for chemical purposes, 
melted some apparently clean snow. and called my attention 
to the above-mentioned deposit. Afterward a fine, feath

.ery snow fell upon a coating of sleet and ice, wbich covered 
the surrounding country for hundreds of miles. Upon melt
ing thi� slIrface snow, the water was found to contain the 
sallie unusual sediment. As the elltire adjacent country, 
and the sand bars of tbe Missouri River, were covered with 
ice, it seemed remarkable to find this substance in snow fail
ing upon it. Accordingly this dust was t rented with chlo
robydric acid, and heated on platinum fOIl at a red heat to 
eliminate any carbon or accidental organic matter. Upon 
washing it in a test tube, it was found to be so minute that 
portiolls of it required hours to settle to the bottom. Think· 
illg it might possibly be of local origi n, sampleR were gath
ered from different parts of the city, and from the country 
far from habitations. Some were treated as above, and some 
sin'ply dried. 

Its behavior under chemical examination convinced us of 
its silicious nature. It. was then Rubmitted to micrm;copical 
examination, and found to consist of fiat plates and sharp 
allgled fragments, transparent vitreous pieces, Rome brown
i s h  semi·transparent particles, jet blaek sharp-pointed 
pieces, and needle-like spicules. However, every piece, 
fragment or minute needle, showed a clean-cut, sharply de
fined margin, and no rounded masses with worn sides were 
found. After a careful examination it was considered vol· 
canic dust. It was compared with sand fr!Jm Ooney Island, 
Lake Erie, the Mammoth Cave, tllld the Missouri River. 
These various sands were much coarser, appearing as round
ed masses, destitute of the clean-cut edges of the snow sand. 
So great was the difference no one could confound the two. 
In ordel' to guard against self-deception, thinking it might 
be ashes from anthracite tires, or dust from foundries and 
blast furnaces, tbey were obtained, and found to present an 
altogether different appearance. 

Some of the snow sediment was given to different observ
ers, with no hint as to its character or origin. They called 
it volcanic dust. Thus we were gradually forced to the be
lief in the volcanic origin of the specimens. 

In order to pursue tbe matter further, samples were se
cured on tht· Atlantic coast [rom snow falling with the wind 
from the East, which would presumably give snow free from 
dust and sediment, having drifted in from air over the 
ocean. Sediment was also received ft'om Utah snow. All 
these presented an appearance identical with that obtained 
in Missouri. A Iit.tle later it was compared with volcanic 
matter from Vesuvius, and a striking similarity was a.t once 
apparent. The question Ilaturally arises, Whence came this 
strange visitor? Is it cosmic or meteoric dust which the 
earth ill its orbit has encountered? In former years ob
servers have collected, in uninhabited countries, quantities 
of dust which was considered meteoric, and is descrihed as 
"little rounded particles of metallic compounds, unlike any
thing the earth is known to produce, and strikingly like what 
meteors of tbat �ize would be." That is decidedly unlike 
tbe snow sediment. 

.\:1'01' another reason tbis snow sand could scarce be cosmic 
dust ejected from some planet, as such action could not be 
Visol'OUe enouah �O �brQW Ijuch m�tll�te pal·ticles beyoud tile 
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